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Synopsis
"At a very reasonable price, this book will be very valuable to any student or resident preparing for neurosurgical rounds and board examinations." - AANS Young Neurosurgeons Newsletter
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Customer Reviews
You'll know exactly what to focus on when slogging through reams and reams of patient information. This book assists one in learning to focus. Excellent for residents - gives you a good idea of what you need to study more.

A very good book, You can use it as a complement to your reading after you finish a topic from a textbook. Very nice as the title shows during the rounds since most of the consultants questions are the same as this handbook. Not to mention that a lot of board exam questions are illustrated here. Some graphs are unique by our mentor Dr. Abdulrahman Sabbagh. Enjoy it.

Dr. Hani Mahboob
Neurosurgery resident

Great pocket book to carry during neurosurgery rotation, even for neurology residents. I liked their style of questions & answers. Found it quiet helpful during a short rotation.

Great book for when you only have a few min to read a few things. And it fits well in your pocket.
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